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ABSTRACT
1' is paper ialrex the position Ilia] lllL‘l'tl/III'L‘ is Indispensable IU (/70 aet/uisi/ion uf'lileracy We
wrilc lt'lllll ire reazl aml we read \r‘lial ire \rrile. II is a simple axiom llIUl sums up [/18 basic

Migraine/Hr of li/eract‘. Nigerian IiiU/lit‘l‘ mnguux with their mims/ and rich iileralure can
ea/alt'se file/'acy acquisition through I/IL‘II‘ oral and" written forms: This paper examines the
prob/Limit Ilia] are inherent in using lllL’l'll/lii't‘\' in IllL’ J Tigerian [HUI/7131‘ mngues as a t'cliiclefal‘
lileraet‘ eiii/mu'ermem. [I also evamiiws'lln' [urns/weir of trying lileralnre in the Nigerian
mallicr magma/or [/70 same purpose. The paper ends by snggexiing some practical steps that
can he mud in using literature in Algerian Innllier magi/ex as a veritable Ioulfar literacy
C’alntt'L’i‘l/IL’HI.
INTRODUCTION

literacy has been defined in a number of ways. In the middle ages. it was regarded
as the ability to read and write. Since the text at the time was in Latin and Greek. literacy was
regardet as the ability to read and write in these two languages. As time went on. this
definition of literacy was modified. it was regarded as the ability to read and write in Greek.
Latin and the mdiyidual"s mother tongue. Chukwuemeka Unukaogu tl‘l97). contends that
Nigerians were ignorant of the significance of literacy in mother tongue. hence preference
was given to literacy in foreign languages.
As

a term.

Nigerians have accepted the definition ol‘ literacy as the ability to read and write. We agree
with Venczky (1990) and Onukaogu (l‘)07:7l) among other scholars that literacy is being
able to read and write effectively; that is."'rcading interpretively and writing clearly“ It also
includes the ability to process language and literature effectively in any medium of message
conveyance. The aim of this paper is to examine the role 01‘ literature in mother tongue in the
acquisition of literacy. We identify types of literature and then we foreground the problems

and prospects ot‘literaturc itt

Nigerian

mother tongues.

THE ROLE OF LITERATURE IN LITERACY

has

do with all sorts of

ACQUISITION

from which

one can transact and negotiate
Literacy
printed
meaning. Literacy acquisition therefore. requires a rich and robust literature Literature is
generally defined as anything written and in this paper. it refers to four of such texts that were

to

texts
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identified by Onukaogu in 1997. These include fiction.
fact. newsreel and content area
textbook (C AT.) These literatures are combinations of narrative and
expository texts whose
mastery and comprehension can empower the Nigerian student in Mother tongues acquisition.
These are indispensable pans of
language teaching and literacy development. These
literatures are important to literacy development in
because
have the

develop

and extend

env1r0nment

like

understandings

and attitudes that

Nigeria
are
important

to

they
living

ability

in

a

to

multicultural

ours.

Apart from this. literatures in the mother tongue enable us to understand. appreciate and
celebrate the differences among us. This means that we understand what makes each
cultural
group unique. Thus. we will appreciate our differences.
In

1983. Hardt contends that literature” creates enjoyment. It
gives insight and creates
intellectual stimulation. It also makes a readers‘
balanced
because it presents to
perspective
him a single idea from various
Indeed.
literature
in
the mother tongue acquaints
angles.
students with their cultural and literacy
them for future
heritage and

literacy

prepares

experience.

Despite the immense role that literature plays in language and literacy acquisition. literature in
Nigerian mother tongues are not yet developed. As we stated earlier. Onukaogu (1997).

the

identities four kinds of literatures. These four have
mother tongues.

not

developed

The first which is fiction refers to the text that is invented
imagination (Welleck and Warren. 1982: Garuba. 1997 and

on

equal

terms

in

Nigerian

'

or

created from the author’s

.legede. 1998). is a product of the
culmination of the author‘s fictive experiences. Furthermore. it could be a
recreation of the
author‘s social. political and religious experiences. On the other hand. it could be a
recreation
of historical. cultural or fictive events. It includes
poetry. prose and drama.
Fiction

as a form of literature in
Nigerian mother tongue has developed reasonably. However.
observes that the vast literacy resources ot‘t‘olktales as
very important sources 01‘ fiction in
the mother tongue have not been tapped. Nigerian folktales are
rich.
consist of alt
one

very
They
qualities and elements that make Tor a good liction. These inciude biot. setting.
characterisation. suspense and narrative technique. It the resources of folktaies are
tapped.
they will enhance literacy acquisition tn mother tongue. The average adult prefers iiteracy in
English to that of the mother tongue, This problem can be mereome through
admcacy in
churches and mosques that literacy in mother
is
more
tongue
rewarding than literacy in

the

English.

The second kind of literature which is called fact. refers to the
inlbrmational text which

Lilerutj‘ and Reading

in
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presents information that is “abstract. complex and within some content area‘ (Onukaogu
”97:71) as interestingly and as excitingly as possible. These kinds of texts cover various

subject

in

curriculum. These include Mathematics. Social Sciences.
Humanities. Natural Sciences and Biological Sciences. Such texts articulate a point ofview or
concept in a humane way. They present facts in a realistic and graphic manner. They can
enhance our literacy across the curriculum
areas

the

school

The third kind of literature is the

one that
Onukaogu and Oliia (1997) called Content Area
specific reference to given content area such as Biology. History. Chemistry.
Mathematics. Such texts are specialized language concepts &
terminology to convey ideas.

written with
Such books
are

are

useful to those who

usually interesting

to

people

who

familiar with such

are

are not

terminologies. Thus. such books
diSCiplines with which they are

familiar with the

concerned. Texts in the second and third

categories have similar problems. Because of the
specialized subjects of both kinds of textbooks. writers have not shown interest in them. There
are no people to write texts that teach conventional
subjects like Chemistry. Mathematics and
Geography in English and Nigerian mother tongues. T he problem could have been as a result
of low patronage by readers. There is need to focus research on
developing mother tongue
of concepts in these subject
empowerment of Nigerian learners.

equivalents

areas.

When this is done. itwill enhance the

literacy

The fourth kind of literature. which is called Newsreel has shown a reasonable level of
development in Nigerian mother tongues, Newsreel refers to-the news bearing texts. which
entertain and use various devices to inform readers of current news items. These include
newspapers. magazines. newsletters. comics and cartoons. There are newsreels in Ibo. Hausa
and Yoruba We have more of these written in Hausa and Yoruba. Other
need to

develop

in this

All these literatures

for the

area

are

Nigerian languages

reading enjoyment

indispensable parts

of

oftheir learners.

literacy acquisition.

their

development is
production of books in

A

major problem facing

the educational system in Nigeria. which does not facilitate the
this area. As educational institutions do not
encourage the Lise of such
books in mother tongues. \R’riters in turn ignore them. Most of the available materials in
mother tongue are still in oral form.
When attempts

are

made

to

materials arises,
traditional

ptit the oral

mitten form. the problem of preservation of such
literature. culture and religion are sometimes
regarded as one in
to

Language.
Nigerian societies,

Thus. to differentiate between these is difficult if not
impossible. For the custodians of the tradition. they guard these
jealously This creates

problems for researches who do
inhibits the production of written
our

leaders

Literuei'

and

on

the need

Reading

in

not

to encourage

Nigeria

gain easy

texts in

access

to

necessary materials. This attitude

mother tongue. There is need therefore to

enlighten

researchers.
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Available research has shown that

no
reading programme can succeed without books. A large
mother
Nigerian
tongues are oral. For reading programmes to be sustained.
be written. According to Biniakunu in i99i. for the reading programmes in

number of texts in

the books

must

mother tongues to be sustained. we need books that Will disseminate information and
popularise scientific and technological knowledge in our country. Literatures in Nigerian
mother tongues have not as yet developed in the creative sphere how much the scientific and
technological sphere. This lack of books in turn is responsible for lack of motivation in our

literacy

programmes.

CONCLUSION
We identified four types of literatures that can facilitate robust literacy acquisition. We
assessed the production of books in Nigerian mother tongues and we concluded that
although
creative

available in folktales.

they are still untapped. We argued further that our
educational systems should encourage the use of books in mother tongues. When this is done.
literacy acquisition in Nigerian mother tongues will be enhanced.
resources are
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